
Border Union Agricultural Society 

Thank you to the exhibitors for such a quality entry. Just a shame 

the rain let us down, but we soldiered on outside. Just forgive some 

lack of detail in my notes but they were so wet with the rain they 

were almost unreadable. Was thrilled to see that all my principal 

winners were of type in both head, bone and size. 

 

Puppy Dog (1) 

1, Wood’s Tudorhurst Guardian Lovely Tri baby, just 10months old, 

but has so much going for him, correct dome, full in face, darkest of 

eyes, ample bone. Well-marked, moved with drive, really using his 

hind quarters, covering the ring with style showing his level top-line 

at all times. Stood alone but well deserved his place on his quality. 

Am sure we will hear more of him happy to award him Best Puppy. 

Junior Dog (2) 

1, Wood’s Tudorhurst Guardian 

As Above 

2, Baker’s Cofton The Stars and the Moon 

Smaller Tri – boy, not as mature as 1. Lovely dome and finish of 

face. Good tans and darkest of eyes. Short backed, moved well 

keeping his top-line. 

 

Novice Dog (1) 

1, Wood’s Tudorhurst Guardian 

As Puppy Dog 

 

Post Graduate Dog (5) 

1, Coupland’s Tucherish Guilty Verdict 

Nothing guilty about this Tri-boy. Well-marked, short backed, moved 

well, good pigment correct dome and finish of face. RCC 



2, Sidgwick’s  Paulian Where’s Walley J.W.   

Another well marked Tri, ample bone and depth of chest, nice dark 

eyes, deep tans, correct dome and finish. Moved well with 

confidence, keeping his top line, happy Boy. 

3, Mallow’s X-Jewel Od Dvou Orechu Binglui. 

 

Limit Dog (4) 

1, Byer’s Lanola Giorgio Armanie with Simannie 

What a Star, beautiful Tri, so well-marked deepest of tans with 

those big melting expressive dark eyes a head to die for, correct 

dome, plenty of cushioning giving him that plushy finish of face. The 

final polish good reach of neck, plenty of depth. Moved with drive, 

keeping his excellent top-line as he glided round the ring, a pleasure 

to look at and. to watch. So happy to award him the cc &BOB I 

understand this was his 3
rd

.  A Worthy Champion, well done 

2, Gillhespy’s Lorphil Red River 

Much the same applies to this gorgeous ruby. Richest of colours, 

dark melting eyes which are so known to this colour. Good reach of 

neck, moved with confidence, at one with his handler. Just 

preferred the shorter back of 1 

3, Cox’s Petitpaws Black Knight  

 

Open Dog (4, 2 Abs) 

1, Clarke’s Stonepit Super Sydney for Poltmic 

Small short backed Tri. Pleasing head and finish of face, moved well 

2, Maddison’s Celxo Charles Dickens 

Good headed Ruby, deep rich colour, good in head nice dark eye, 

moved well for his owner keeping his level top-line and showing his 

excellent movement. 

 



Veteran Dog (0) 

 

Puppy Bitch (3) 

1, Gillhespy’s Lorphil Hidden Treasure 

11-month-old Tri, excellent head, with good dome and finish to face. 

Moved with confidence for her owner, showing her positive 

movement and top-line at all times. Dark tan markings with those 

lovely dark eyes giving that soft melting expression, good reach of 

neck. 

2, Miller & Ryan Cavallibrook Lady Lovelace 

Well domed Bleheim bitch, moved with confidence good movement 

and top-line. Nice baby 

3, Mallow’s Daya Favrit Guttiere Binglui 

Another reluctant baby that could do better 

 

Junior Bitch (2 1 Abs) 

1, Coupland’s Mitapip Renaissance By Tucherish 

Short backed B/T bitch, good tan markings on a Raven black shiny 

coat, moved well, keeping her top-line 

Novice Bitch (2) 

1, Sproul & Coburn’s Khandro Ur Enuff 

Lightly marked Tri, short backed, level top-line good head and eye. 

Pleasing head and finish of face. 

2, Gillhespy’s Lorphil Hidden Treasure 

As Puppy, just not as mature as 1. But time is on her side. 

 

Post Graduate Bitch (3) 

1, Cox’s Petitpaws Black Pearl 



Well-made B/T with good deep tans Raven black coat, short back, 

good reach of neck, Moved well the 1
st

 time but not as positive in 

my line up. Pleasing head, and finish. Would benefit from some 

roadwork. 

2, Austin & Baker Cofton Dancing Through Life 

Well domed Tri, pleasing head and fill of face good deep tans, 

moved so well, keeping her top-line despite the terrible rain. 

 

3, Spour & Coburn Khandro Ur My World. 

 

Limit Bitch (3) 

1, Chapman & Ireland Ellemich Day Dream 

Beautiful Tri. With deep tan markings and lovely silk coat. Put down 

and shown to perfection, correct dome and fill to the face, plushy 

and well covered scores in both body and bone, well laid back  

shoulders and depth, giving plenty of heart room. Moved with drive, 

keeping her top-line at all times and showing her strong 

hindquarters. Unlucky to meet my cc Winner whose maturity shone 

through a credit to her owner and her day will come. 

 

2, Coupland Winie Od Dvou Orechu and Tucherish 

B/T who had all the quality’s I was looking for in my favourite colour. 

Beautiful dome and finish to face, clear bright tan markings on a 

gleaming silky coat, Excellent movement, keeping her top-line as 

she proudly moved round the ring. 

3, Spour & Coburn Sugar Plum For Khandro 

 

Open Bitch (3 1Abs) 

1, Willey & Siddle CH Penemma Misy For Me J.W. 



Blenheim bitch, what can I write about the lady that hasn’t already 

been said before? Excelled in head and dome, so plushy in her finish 

of face. Had the head, body and bone that I was looking for, which 

to me says a true Charlie. True in movement both coming and going, 

showing off her top-line and all her virtues, not surprised this was 

her 20 C.C. Well done to her proud owner breeders C.C. & B.O.S 

 

2, Bakers Cofton Fairy Tale 

Quality Tri, so very pleasing in head and had the cushioning I was 

looking for, True in movement both coming and going covered the 

ground so well showing her excellent top-line despite by this time 

the appalling weather. Thank you to her owners for showing her in 

the terrible rain after such a long journey. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  


